OUR CLASSIC
BOOK IS….

HOW YOU CAN HELP US…...

AS INVESTIGATORS WE ARE…...

PE Kits on Tuesday (Indoor) Friday (Outdoor)

SCIENCE: We will be investigating forces (gravity, air and water resistance and friction.)
We will also look at the orbits of the Earth, Sun and Moon.

Please read with your child every night.
Share your reading time together in
Neverendingstories.
ASK YOUR CHILD ABOUT THEIR DAY.

STUNNING START
The Amazon’s ‘Invisible Flying Rivers’’.

AS ENQUIRERS WE ARE…...
GEOGRAPHY: We will be learning how to use range of maps (mapping skills) based on
Amazonia both past and present. We will be studying how the climate in Central and
South America has determined how the Amazon appears, operatives and survives as it
does.
HISTORY: We will consider how and why Islam developed as a beacon of scientific,
medical and mathematical knowledge in the middle ages.

YEAR 5 SPRING TERM
AS CREATORS WE ARE…...
We will be studying the rainforest art of Henri Rousseau
and Ruth Daniels and painting our own original pieces.
ART.

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY. We will be designing a multi-functional belt for
a survival expert/extreme explorer such as Bear Grylls.

MUSIC. We will be learning about Latin Jazz and hip-hop music along with
composing and performing a piece connected to the styles.

PARENT CELEBRATION EVENT
THE RAINFOREST ART EXHIBITION

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: We will be learning how Christians and Sikhs are
committed to their religion and key events in the Christian calendar eg. Easter.

AS MATHEMATICIANS WE ARE….
This term we will be looking at place value and
the four basic rules. There will be a weekly
times tables test so please practise daily. Our
units of study this half term are multiplication
and division, fractions, decimals and percentages.

AS READERS AND WRITERS….

AS COMMUNICATORS WE ARE…...
COMPUTING: We will be learning how to develop spreadsheets and use databases
effectively.

FRENCH: We will be learning terms for animals and their habitats this term.

We will learning about a range of fiction and
non– fiction texts.

We will be learning a variety of
striking and fielding games such as hockey and increasing our
strength and stamina through fitness circuits.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

Our reading will include classic novels, poetry
and reports.
Our writing will include - narratives, persuasive
writing and poetry.

THEME: AMAZON ADVENTURE

AS YOUNG PEOPLE WE ARE...
Learning about the important role we play in wider conservation and the responsibility we
have for protecting our climate and ensuring that species are protected from extinction as
a result of this.

‘Why should we save the world?’

